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1. CCPA | Compliance & 
the Proposed CCPA 
Tools from DAA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LM Lou Mastria, CIPP, CISSP, is currently Executive Director of the Digital Advertising Alliance, where he leads U.S. and global efforts for self-regulation, consumer transparency and choice in the delivery of interest-based advertising online. The DAA Self-Regulatory Program for Interest-Based Advertising was launched in 2010 by a consortium of the nation's largest media and marketing associations, among them AAF. Mastria joined DAA in 2012, and has represented DAA in testimony before Congress and in other industry and policymaking events. In 2018, Mastria was named to AdMonster’s inaugural “Power List,” honoring professional excellence and influence in digital media & advertisingMichael Signorelli, a member of the eCommerce, Privacy, and Cybersecurity Group, focuses his practice on advising and representing clients on issues related to data privacy and security. Mike regularly advises companies on compliance with relevant Internet, cybersecurity, advertising, and marketing regulations, as well as responding to data breaches. He represents clients in federal and state data-related legislative issues, rulemaking proceedings, and other matters before the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), Federal Communications Commission (FCC), Federal Election Commission (FEC), the U.S. Department of Commerce, and other U.S. federal and state agencies. 



DAA Principles 
Thousands of brands

WebChoices
130+ Companies

(English/Spanish)

AppChoices
40+ Companies

(English/Spanish)

DAA | Adaptive… Agile… Market-Ready

PoliticalAds

Icon-Driven
Ad-Level

Transparency and 
Accountability

January 1, 2020
Enforcement Date

PrivacyRights

Icon-Driven
Publisher/Brand/Digital 

Property-Level 
Transparency

Opt Out Tools
for “Sale”
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CCPA

CCPA | Coping with a New Law

.
Important Notice: The CCPA is a new and novel area, which is subject 
to change and interpretation. The DAA is not providing legal advice or 
warranting that its offerings will ensure a business’s compliance with 
law. The guidance released DAA is subject to the CCPA’s 
requirements but offers tools for consumers to use to express an opt 
out from sale.
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www.PrivacyRights.Info
Engaged as a Community to Work Toward Practical Solutions 

Practical Solutions:  For Both Publishers & Third Parties

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LMFor the Consumer, we’re building a site that will explain their ability to control Do-Not-Sell signals used by publishers and third parties in the marketplace (and link to the forthcoming DAA CCPA tools).

about:blank
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New DAA CCPA ‘Do Not Sell’ Opt-Out 
Centralized Tools for Consumers

A Simple Yes/No to Two Questions Would Indicate
Whether or Not to Consider Participation in the DAA Tools



For Publishers (Site & App Owners)

DAA can provide standard graphic file to ease/speed 
implementation.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LM  - Here is a Sample Indicator Notice for a Site page (typically footer) or App Setting (in app, on storefronts, upon download).



Implementation Guidance For Publishers 
(Site & App Owners)

1. Add                             to the footer of your website/app settings

2. Link from                              to your CCPA disclosures
A. PUBLISHER CHOICE – If you “collect” & “sell” “PI”, include a publisher choice mechanism that 
allows users to opt out of your sale of that data.

B. NOTICE – If any third-party business collects information through your digital property and 
sells that PI, you should: 

i. State the fact that third parties collect PI through your digital property for advertising and 
analytics purposes, 

ii. Link to the DAA CCPA Opt Out Tools (accessible via https://www.privacyrights.info/), and

iii. Add a “flag” to your digital property to indicate the notice & opt out has been provided.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MS

about:blank


DAA CCPA Solution
Acmeco.com 

For Publishers (Site Owners)

Link to a disclosure that 
provides CA-Specific 
Disclosures, Rights 
Descriptions, and Opt-outs.

IN SOURCE CODE:
Flag or equivalent 
mechanism to that can 
be read by Third 
Parties indicating 
explicit notice provided 
to consumer.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LM For publishers – specifically, all site and app owners – there will be Privacy Rights icon that would be available to consumers on Websites and App settings – anywhere where data may be collected and “sold” by California definition for commercial use.  The icon would lead to notices, listing of rights and importantly opt-out mechanism for “Do Not Sell My Personal Information”This slides shows how publishers that would use the icon on Web sites, typically in a footer.
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For Publishers (App Owners)

Link to a disclosure that 
provides CA-Specific 
Disclosures, Rights 
Descriptions, and Opt-outs.

IN APP CODE:
Flag or equivalent 
mechanism to that can 
be read by Third 
Parties indicating 
explicit notice provided 
to consumer.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And this shows how publishers would use the icon and text in their app environments
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For Site & App Owners:  Creative Guidance 
for Privacy Rights Icon Use 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LM - We’re already prepping a creative guidelines process that will enable immediate market implementation upon rollout.  Stay tuned!  There’s been a drumbeat of interest for adoption – even as the details are yet to be finalized. This will go out this week.
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Suggested Notice for Advertisers and Publishers

If you operate a website or application and a third-party business collect “personal information”
through your digital property (website or app) and “sells” that personal information, you should:

i. Include a link titled “CA Do Not Sell My Info ” on your digital property that, when clicked, takes 
consumers to a disclosure that includes the information described below.

ii. State the fact that third parties collect personal information through your digital property for advertising 
and analytics purposes, as well as the categories of PI that may be collected.

iii. Provide a link to the DAA CCPA Opt-Out Tools (https://www.privacyrights.info/ or 
optout.privacyrights.info).

“Other businesses collect information when you interact with our digital property, including IP
addresses, digital identifiers, information about your web browsing and app usage, and how you
interact with our properties and ads in order to provide you with relevant ads across the Internet and
for other analytics purposes, and may sell that information to other businesses for advertising and
other purposes. By visiting here www.privacyrights.info or optout.privacyrights.info, you can opt out
from sales of this type of personal information by businesses that participate in the opt out tool. To
make opt-out requests related to mobile apps on your device for businesses participating in the
DAA’s CCPA App-based Opt-Out Tool, you can download the appropriate app at
www.youradchoices.com/appchoices *

Publishers could include a statement similar to the following:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LM - We’re already prepping a creative guidelines process that will enable immediate market implementation upon rollout.  Stay tuned!  There’s been a drumbeat of interest for adoption – even as the details are yet to be finalized. This will go out this week.
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Web-based 
CCPA Opt Out Tool

optout.privacyrights.info

App-based 
CCPA Opt Out Tool

iOS/Android

• Consistent 
end-point 
integration 
architecture

• Trusted

• Well-understood 
tech

• Authoritative 
expression of 
opt out

• Consistent 
end-point 
integration 
architecture

• Trusted

• Well-understood 
tech

• Authoritative 
expression of 
opt out

For Third Parties | Web & App Tools 
to Enable ‘Do Not Sell’ Opt-Outs

AppChoices

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MS - And now to Third Parties…We have a method to send a Do Not Sell opt-out signal from the consumer to the third-party ad tech community/For the Web – the consumer will access the CCPA- Privacy Rights Web tool at a provided subdomain [optout.privacyrights.info] where – like WebChoices – they could indicate their one, more than one, or opt-out-of-all controls.Likewise, via a CCPA -- Privacy Rights App, really a new version of AppChoices, that offers both existing IBA opt-out and new CCPA Do-Not-Sell opt outs -- a consumer could visit any of the primary App Stores to download a tool that enables them to opt out of sale in the app environment.These tools would all be accessible directly from the consumer-facing privacyrights.info site.



New DAA Tools: Similar in Look & Feel 
to WebChoices & AppChoices Tools

optout.PrivacyRights.info

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MS This is what the consumer interface on our Privacy Rights do-not-sell tool (Web version) will look like – very familiar to the WebChoices and AppChoices interface – which consumers by the millions know and understand.



New DAA CCPA Resources
https://digitaladvertisingalliance.org/privacyrights

Business Access to:

• Privacy Rights Icon
(License and Creative Specifications)

• DAA Web-Based CCPA Opt Out Tool
(Technical Specifications)

• DAA App-Based CCPA Opt Out Tool
(Technical Specifications)

Please reach out to:
Lou (lou@aboutads.info) or
Mike (masignorelli@venable.com)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MSBusinesses will shortly have these enrollment Webforms options available.  In the meantime, you can jump start by reaching out to Lou directly at lou@aboutads.info

about:blank
about:blank


Questions? Lou@AboutAds.info | masignorelli@venable.com

about:blank
about:blank
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